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Narrow corridors leading somewhere,
but nowhere.
I follow them purposely,
yet aimlessly.
The pain I begin with
intensifies.
The purpose of this journey
eludes me.
I do not want it.
It is tiring and painful. . . . . . . . hopeless and . . . . . . . endless.
Yet I must continue to wander the maze.
It is a matter of endurance – and persistence.
I should be doing it alone,
a solo journey.
Should never have dragged others along
into the confusion,
the frustration.
Endurance, so far, has been passive, reactive.
Do I endure only because I am afraid or weak?
Or because I have no choice?
This maze is a puzzle of my emotions.
The deeper I go, the darker and more confusing it gets.
The farther from the start I get,
the closer I am to the emotion I want to avoid –
self-hatred.

Day 13
No final clod of earth. No last flower.
No huddled mourners under rain,
standing in wind or sun. No dark
and somber clothes

Sunday best,

ties, jackets, an overcoat here and there.
No children running around tombstones,
playing tag or hiding out among the
stone angels. No last goodbye.
No tears. No public tears.

I step out of the door and feel a strong

his nuts and runs to catch it. The leash

wind run across my skin. I step down my

slips from my hand and I yell his name as I

front porch and walk with Casey. Every

run behind. The hard earth under my feet

leaf I see on the ground I jump on. The

crunches from leaves and twigs. Casey

satisfying crunch of the dead leaves on

stops and I catch my breath and grab on

the ground makes me smile. Grandpa

to the leash. I make it back home and let

June loved the crunch of the leaves. I look

Casey in the house. My nose and cheeks

up to see the blue sky with clouds flowing

are bright red like cherries, I can feel a

across like waves. I walk Casey down to

chill throughout my body. The place

the forest so I can look at the trees. Every

hasn t changed since June was here. I

day since it happened, I come down to

make some hot apple cider and grab one

the forest to watch the color of the trees

of the pumpkin donuts sitting in a box on

change from bright green to an explosion

the counter. I sit on the couch with Casey

of reds, oranges, and yellows. Casey finds

curled beside me. The hot apple cider

a stick, and for an hour I play fetch with

feels warm and soothing as I drink it;

him. By the end of the hour Casey is all

making every part of me warm. The donut

played out. I lay down with him in the cold

is sweet with the sugary glaze and

grass and leaves. He snuggles close to

pumpkin spices. This tastes just like

me. I doze off, and dream of Grandpa s

Grandpa s. Later I lay a blanket out on the

smile and shiny grays. Casey s warm body

porch and watch the purpling sunset. I

and the cold air was so comforting. Casey

admire the beautiful reds, oranges, and

gives me a cold wet kiss across my face.

purples dancing across the sky. The sun

The saliva dries on my cheek. I laugh and

drifts away, and the night sky shows.

run my hand through his thick fur.

Grandpa used to sit me on his lap and

Grandpa really loved this forest. I take the

watch the stars. I light a candle and place

long way back to my house. I find leaves

his photo next to me on the blanket. One

as gorgeous as dragon scales. As I pick

year feels like only yesterday.

them up Casey spots a squirrel burying

My life was given a proposal
Be safe or disrupt other s comfort
Lacking in my own comfort
I chose safety
In safety I sacrificed my existence
Too late I am finding out
That the proposal of my life
Was a betrothal to my body
And I said no the first time

We need to stage a break-in to get out
of here, he said.
What do you mean, a break-in, like

smoke before his Dad gave us his old
couch. The closets smelled faintly of cat
piss and cigarettes. There was a giant

call the police? My eye twitched. It had

skylight that we had to cover in the

been a while since I slept well. I feel like

summer because it got too hot from the

that might be pushing it. We could get

sun beating through the glass. Mike was

into a lot of trouble.

six-eight and could stretch at the apexes

Don t you wanna get the fuck out of
here? Don t you wanna be happy again?
Yes, Mike, of course I want to be
happy.
In the beginning, he was sweet and

of the attic space where the walls met, but
the walls at the edges of the room were
only about four feet tall. The rickety 1900s
knotty pine floors had tiny holes and
groaned with every step. There was a

kind with me. He held my hand in the

walkway with cheap sea foam green

woods by Lake Ontario while we smoked

carpet that got stained the moment we

bowls. He waved and blew kisses at me in

moved in. I tried to keep everything clean,

the grocery store. He took me to and from

but the place was always trashed. Mike s

work in his big Jeep when I didn t have a

hands were huge. The first time he

car. We thought moving to the South

gripped me with one of them, I cried.

Wedge from his childhood bedroom at

"So then, trust me. We ve been

his mother s house was going to help our

emailing Courtney for months about

fights. Mike picked out the apartment.

getting locks on our fucking door, Mike

There were two bedrooms, each with a

said. Courtney was a blonde woman in her

loft space above where we could sit and

forties who drove a Chevy Malibu and

wore shoes that clicked. I met her after he

intricately coordinated ruffled blouses,

put down the deposit.

pencil skirts, jeans, and flats I d loved to

And those cunts downstairs have
made the situation so much worse. You
know it, Abby, he said.

wear before.
I stared at the floor in the stairwell. He
spoke slowly, as if the women were
stupid. He started with something like,
Oh, what s up? Then he got serious.

When the trio of women in their early

Your other roommate acts like a fucking

twenties moved in downstairs, Mike

cunt, he said. I don t remember much of

began blaming our fights on them. It

what they said, probably because they

started when he was blasting Smashing

barely spoke. I looked up a few times. The

Pumpkins. One of the women knocked on

women looked tiny. Scared.

the ceiling of their apartment and he
turned up the music. He made fun of
them, and I laughed. After that day, he
pounded on the floors so loud you d think
there was an elephant.
One time we had a standoff in the

So, what do you want me to do? I
asked.
I was never good at lying until Mike
taught me. When I first met him, I scolded

stairwell after he wrote them a nasty

him when he lied. After a while, I

letter. He said he was lucky he had girly

understood that lying was easier than

handwriting because if they thought the

being honest. He lied to distort the truth

letter was from me, they might back off.

and get what he wanted. I lied for a

I sat beside him while he wrote, his

different reason. I lied because there was

presence even bigger than his three-

no better way to explain the love I had for

hundred-pound body. My ringlets hung

this monster.

down my back in a long brown ponytail. I

All you need to do is follow my

stopped caring about how I did my hair or

directions. Just do what I tell you.

got dressed. I wore his 3x button-down

Everything is gonna be so much better,

flannels with leggings instead of the

baby, he said.

He knew just as much as I did that the
fights were not because of those women.

Okay, so what do I do?
You re gonna throw the chair at the

Before they moved in, Mike was violent.

wall, like you saw the guy and threw it to

I d watched YouTube videos to learn how

try to stop him. Then I m gonna call 9-1-1,

to plaster up holes. I d scrub marks off the

he wiped his upper lip. He was always

wall with Magic Erasers from when he

sweating.

threw his wallet there instead of at me.

Learning to lie was difficult at first. I

He d dropped me off at the mall one night

was Student of the Month in high school

so I could buy a new glass bowl for our

and Student Ambassador in culinary

coffee table because he smashed the old

school. I was proud of my honesty and

one into a million pieces. He d said it was

integrity, but the rules that I used to live

my fault for making him angry.

by no longer applied. I lied whenever

It was the same every time. The

anyone asked from work if I was okay

following day he would say he was

when I walked in with puffy eyes.

embarrassed and sorry. He would ask, Do

Whenever my sister or an old friend

you think I ruined the day? And I would

asked if I was available, and I pretended I

say, Of course not, then hug his extra-

was too tired.

large body. I d brush away silent tears –
fearful I would be punished for being
negative. After his hours of desperate

At eleven o clock the next night, I
threw the chair. It left a giant hole in the
wall. Not as big as the hole under it

apologies, I would still be the one lugging

though, from when Mike had thrown the

home a can of paint from Home Depot.

chair at me but missed. He trampled up

We re going to do it at around eleven
o clock, he said. Remember, we re

and down the back stairwell pretending
to be the criminal he already was.

pretending a burglar came up through the

He called the police. Hello, yeah

back stairwell where the locks don t work.

someone just broke into my apartment.

So, I m gonna pretend to be the burglar

It s me and my fiancée, he wrapped his

and make a bunch of noise. That way the

arm around me. He was satisfied with my

bitches downstairs will hear it.

acting.

A cop stared at me with furrowed

already begun packing for the new place

brows holding a little notebook. Did you

– we never unpacked for the last. This

see this person at all?

one was a renovated one-bedroom in a

The artificial words I was coached to

tower along the river. I sometimes still

say fell out. I know it was a guy, but I

think the police might find out what I did.

didn t really see him because it was dark,

How I lied. There s a whisper of shame

and I got to him too late.

when I think about it, even now.

Okay well there s not much we can
do. But we ll keep our eye out for you,
one cop said. The flashing red lights made
me dizzy.
They left and we went back to our
apartment. The women from the
downstairs apartment had come out.
What happened to you guys? said
the one with half her hair-bleach blonde
and the other tar-black.
Mike perked up. Some asshole tried
to break in! We ve been asking Courtney
for maintenance to do something about
our locks forever. And this is what
happened. He took my hand and walked
back up to the rooms that never had a
chance to be a home.
A few days later, Mike and I walked
into Courtney s office, and on her desk
were official papers that allowed us to
break our lease due to unsafe
conditions, or something like that. We d

n to check

Characters:

the sofa last time! It's

WARREN: a middle-aged man

behind the sofa.

JILL: his wife of the same age

JILL: ( i h a ca m) Oh, my big, brave

MARTHA: their elderly aunt, recently

husband. Okay, you coward, I'll look

deceased

behind the sofa. You check the closet.
WARREN: (f igh ened) The closet?!

Setting:

JILL: Oh, just go do it!

The foyer and living room of a middle-

Jill alk

l

l

he

i , Wa en ca ef ll c ee

class home

en he d

l

a each

The present

e ea hi , c
ie

a d

d

i g he d
ki g a

f hei

behi d he
d he

.

JILL: Aunt Martha?
The

l

en , and he b h l
f m behind a chai

kil ) Boooooo! B h J LL

and WARREN h iek in fea , and hen e hale in
elief ha i i

e . MARTHA mile ha

il .

he

a

i

,

ki g

.

JILL: Oh, yes, yes you did. You got us
again, Aunt Martha.

WARREN: Martha, we're home! Where are

WARREN: ( a ca icall ) It never gets old.

you?

JILL: I think I peed a little.

JILL: (n d

ad

k

Ha! Gotcha again!

c ee i
ab

and h

e i n n

he in c nf i n.

MARTHA: (S ing
Wa e a d Ji e e he f

he cl e and

l , a ained e

hi face. N hing ha

Time:

h

fa and eak behind

fa, hi e

WARREN)

MARTHA: Well, it's

nice to have you

Check behind the sofa.

home. I can't ai to hear about your days.

WARREN: ( hi e ing) Why do I have to

Come over here and sit down; let's have it.

check behind the sofa? I checked behind

I want to know it all, don't leave out

b

anything.
J LL and WARREN l

k a each

clea ha he ha e had a di c

he , and i i
i n ab

MARTHA.

n

J LL.) What?

JILL: It's called the Suez Canal.
MARTHA: I thought you said his name was
"Suarez." Well, it doesn't matter. Now,

JILL: Uh, listen, Martha - before we tell

where was I? I'm getting so forgetful.

you about our days, which we definitely

Something about canals, I think.

want to do- (WARREN n d hi head

WARREN: (Th

en h ia icall .) Uh, well, Warren and I

You said you saw Mr. Suarez digging in his

were thinking, you see - we wanted to

back yard.

talk to you about something.

MARTHA: Did I? Oh, yes, that's right. He

MARTHA: Ooh, that reminds me! I was

was digging. And I thought, "Well, this all

looking out the kitchen window this

seems very suspicious. Why would he be

morning, and I saw that neighbor of yours,

digging? What could he be doing?"

the chubby, balding man in the blue

WARREN: ( ll e e ) Maybe he was

house next door - what's his name?

planting a shrub.

JILL: Mr. Suarez?

MARTHA: Bingo! You guessed it!

MARTHA: Really? Are you sure that's his

JILL: ( ligh l c nf ed) He was planting a

name? He doesn't look like a Suarez. Well,

shrub? Well, that's not - there's nothing

any who, he was out in his back yard this

wrong with that.

morning, and he was digging. Is he named

MARTHA: Exactly! It was all completely

after the canal?

normal and not suspicious at all. I had let

WARREN: What?

my imagination run away with me again.

MARTHA: The Suarez Canal. Do you think

( mile , a i fied i h he elf)

he was named after it, or did they name

WARREN: That's what you wanted to tell

the canal after him? (She begin

us?

ihab

n n he bl

JILL: (A ained e

fiddle

e)

e i n n he face)

gh clenched ee h, l

l .)

MARTHA: (chee f ll ) Yes. Your turn. Tell
me about your days.

That's the S e Canal, Martha.

WARREN: Jill has something she wants to

MARTHA: (Re

say to you.

ning he a en i n f m he

MARTHA: Wonderful! I'm all ears!

all kinds of things-

JILL: (l

JILL: No - when you actually died - do

k a WARREN nce ainl , and hen

begin ) Yes, we;;, you see, Warren and I

you remember seeing a bright light?

thought - well, we wanted to ask you -

MARTHA: ( hinking) Well, yes, now that

don't you ever feel, er, c am ed here? I

you mention it, there was a bright light.

mean we l e having you here, it's so nice

Ooh, it was very bright.

to have you here to come home to

JILL: Yes! The bright light. Martha, I think

everyday, and the way you surprise us

you were supposed to go into that bright

e e

light.

single day, well, that's just a - a treat.

a

Yes, a treat. But - wouldn't you rather

MARTHA: Oh, that can t be right, it was

move on?

too bright. It hurt my eyes! I couldn t see a

MARTHA: (l

king c nf ed, a li le h

)

thing! There was no way I was going to go

You don't want me here?

into ha light.

JILL & WARREN: No, no that's not what

WARREN: Too bright?!

we're saying.

MARTHA: Oh, yes, it was terribly bright. It

WARREN: That's not what 'm saying, but...

was like looking into the sun or

(indica e J LL i h hi head)

something. You know, you re not

JILL: (l

supposed to look directly at the sun

k ann ed i h WARREN) Of

course we want you here. Of course we

because you can go blind. You re

do. Warren and I love you. But - we're

supposed to look through cardboard with

thinking of you. Don't you want to move

a little hole in it, or a piece of film

on to - wherever you're supposed to be?

negative, or something. I can t remember

MARTHA: I'm not sure I'm following you.

exactly.

WARREN: (

WARREN: The light of God was too bright!

J LL) The light - ask her

about the light.
JILL: Aunt Martha, when you - passed on,

JILL: ( a ien l ) Aunt Martha, you're
ed to go into that light.

do you remember seeing a bright light?

MARTHA: Who told you that? It could

MARTHA: Oh, I don't know, dear, it was

have been a cross-town bus, or a train, or

such a busy day. There were lights, sirens,

- something else with a big, bright

headlight. An airbus! I've heard of those; it

MARTHA: I don't know, I think I saw it on

was on the news. I don't know what it's

TV. I think it was one of the Kardashians.

supposed to be, but it sounds big, and it

Which one is the one with the big butt?

sounds like it might have a bright light on

WARREN: She heard heaven was

it.

overrated from Kim Kardashian! Well, at

JILL: Mar, it wasn't-

least she went to a reliable source.

MARTHA: (in e

JILL: (

ing) And, anyway, I

WARREN) How is it that

know

wouldn't be able to see where I was

that Kim is the one with the big butt?

going! It would blind you, going into that

WARREN: (emba a ed) That's not the

light! How are you supposed to see where

point. Jill- stay focused.

you're going? It was like being at the

JILL: (l

beach on a really sunny, sunny day, only-

back

only -

Kim Kardashian said it or not, I don't think

WARREN: Brighter?

that heaven is overrated. It's- It's- hea en.

MARTHA: Yes! Like a beach on a sunny

MARTHA: Clouds, wings, and harps- it

day, only brighter! ( a ing, hinking)

sounds

No, brighter than that. You're not much

happier here with you.

help, Warren.

WARREN: How do you know if you

JILL: Listen, Martha, calm down. Listen for

haven't tried it? Think of the millions of

a minute. After you die, your soul is

souls you can hide on and scare in

supposed to walk into the light. It's how

heaven. It would really open up your

you get to heaven.

opportunities beyond just Jill and me.

MARTHA: Oh, hea en. I hear it's overrated.

MARTHA: Huh. That

WARREN: Overrated!

don't know, that kind of thing might be

JILL: (

frowned upon in heaven. I've always

WARREN) Is this how you help? Is

k a WARREN

l , and hen

MARTHA) Aunt Martha, whether

e-

boring to me. I'm much

ld be fun. But- I

repeating everything she says helping?

imagined heaven to be very solemn, very

MARTHA: (

serious. Hymns and prayers and whatnot,

JILL: (

WARREN) See? Not helpful.

MARTHA) Who says heaven is

overrated?

you know? I don't know that they would
appreciate my little surprises. Do angels

have a sense of humor? They seem

me say what I have to say. All right?

almost- emotionless, to me.

MARTHA: Well, sure, Warren. Go ahead.

JILL: I'm sure they have a sense of humor,

I'm listening.

Aunt Martha. I think angels have all the

WARREN: ( ake a dee b ea h) Aunt

same emotions that we do. After all,

Martha, we love you. You are family and

they're us, right? I think? They feel

we love you very much. Jill has loved you

happiness, and sorrow, and all that stuff.

all of her life, and I've loved you ever

Remember when I was little, you used to

since I joined your wonderful family. So,

tell me that rain was the angels crying?

what I'm going to tell you now, I'm saying

MARTHA: The angels

eeing, dear. You

out of love. It all comes from love.

never were a good listener.

MARTHA: Is loved involved in this at all?

WARREN: Ha!

JILL: Aunt Martha!

JILL: (fake mile a WARREN) Okay, your

MARTHA: Oh, go on, Warren, I'm just

turn, smart guy. (g e and i in a chai )

teasing. Please continue. I believe you

WARREN: (

were saying something about love.

ggling f

a a

begin)

Soooooo, Aunt Martha- what's up?

WARREN: (clea

h a ) Martha, you're

MARTHA: Well, I was looking out the

dead. You know it, we know it. It's no

kitchen window this morning, and I saw

secret. You died over a year ago, and

that neighbor of your, the chubby, balding

you've been haunting this house ever

man-

since.

WARREN: No, no, no, we're not doing that

MARTHA: (

again! No more stories about Mr. Suez.

I wouldn't say ha n ing.

JILL: Suarez!

JILL: What would you call it?

MARTHA: Do you think he was named

MARTHA: ( il head, hinking) It's more like

after the canal?

an open-ended familial sojourn.

WARREN: Wait, wait, wait! Let's start all

WARREN: A what now?

over again. Martha, we need to have a

JILL: Keep going, Warren, you're doing

serious discussion. And it's for your

good.

benefit. But I need you to listen and let

WARREN: (begin

nding ligh l

ll a

ffended) Well,

nd he

m,

and ande

a d a ind

) Call it

to stay with you both so much that I've

whatever you want to, Martha, but it's not

been making excuses. I know Momma

natural. It's not the natural order of things.

and Daddy are waiting there for me, and

When you die, you're done with this

Nonna, but I'll have eternity to spend with

world. You have to move on to the next

them. How much time did I have with

world, boring or not. (l

you?

k

he ind

hile he' alking) And heaven, Martha-

JILL: Aunt Martha, you'll always be with

heaven is going to be wonderful. I don't

us.

think you really believe that heaven is

WARREN: (n d ) It feels like you always

boring, do you? I think you're just saying

have been.

that because you're afraid... Hey! Suarez

JILL: But it's time to move on.

planted that shrub almost on top of my

MARTHA: You're right, both of you. I'm

rhododendron!

sorry. I've known it all along. But, I missed

MARTHA: (in a mall

ice) But what if

there's not anyone there I know?
WARREN: ( ill l

king

he ind

the light. I didn't go into it. How am I ever
going to find the airbus again to take to

)

heaven?

You might know Mr. Suarez if he doesn't

JILL: I think, if you're ready, that the light

replant that thing somewhere else!

will find you.

JILL: Warren, focus!

MARTHA: Maybe you're right. (ge

WARREN: (

n f m he ind

) I'm

begin

and

lea e)

sorry. Martha, you'll know people.

JILL: Where are you going? Aunt Martha?

Everyone you've ever known who died

MARTHA: (

and went there will be waiting for you.

need my sunglasses if we're going to do

They'll be waiting for you with their arms

this. That light was bright!

open, just ready to embrace you and
welcome you to heaven. It's the ultimate
family reunion. You'll be so happy.
MARTHA: ( a e, hinking a

he bi e he li )

I know you're right, Warren. I just wanted

END OF PLAY

and

n ) I'm going to

The breath of this world
shallows, easing reluctantly
into an unsteady sleep
a solitary light in the window
of a house filled with dreams
it has been days gone
since I left the tender greeting
of a light on, yet
the halls of my head
ache with shadows dancing
the songs for the ghosts to haunt to
in the black-out night, these sheets
twist and curl
something almost your body
takes shape
slipping my hands over your waist
I murmur your name
searching for you as
that unnamed and forgotten love
had so many years ago
for your firm breast
a knot of tangled hair

A few weeks back, I had to go to the

never imagine I would in normal

hospital, and it filled my mother with

circumstances. I was coming out of home

trepidation. It's not that my ailment was of

after weeks. My mother used to throw

a serious nature. We were worried that

around excuses and punctuated my

along with a prescription and the doctor's

dreams of a quick stroll or a short scoot

well-meaning advice, we might carry that

ride. She told me how clumsy and

virus. A few months back, I was doing my

careless I am and how I always touch my

fieldwork as a PhD student, eating

hair and nose. I had never noticed that

in dhabas and sipping coffee from kiosks.

before about myself, and neither had she.

I travelled on buses, trains and met tribal

The pandemic makes people see and do

families in their quaint hamlets. All this

things they never did, without even

time, I didn’t care a dime as to how

infecting them. But since I was the patient,

amazing it is to be able to do these things,

I had to go to the doctor. So in my

or how much time I spent on doing these

excitement, I took my red lipstick and

quotidian things. I mingled with people,

dabbed it generously on my lips. I put on

played with little kids on my field site and

my mascara and a bit of eye shadow. It

formed a bond. Today, even going to a

was hilarious as I wore an old faded attire

hospital few meters from home is a

because why go to a hospital in nice

matter of careful inspection, of one's

clothes? You reach home and wash it out

surrounding and not touching one's face

until you have squeezed out the last of

or standing closer to strangers.

viruses on it.

I was elated to go to the hospital, which I

My mother said that I was crazy to wear

makeup to a hospital. I told her that it was

Taleb, the Lebanese-American risk

an outing for me. Then all my dreams

analyst, published his book Black Swan. It

crashed. "Wear your mask," mom said.

refers to extremely rare, unpredictable
occurrences and human tendency to find

I have always loved lipstick, and I belong

simplistic explanations, in retrospect. The

to a class and family where it is not a

pandemic is the black swan of 2020 and

taboo, so it is a privilege I have always

as long as a vaccine is out of sight. The

enjoyed. It struck me that now I have to

black swan is here to roost.

wear my lipstick under my mask, and it
doesn't matter if I put lipstick on or not! I

Taleb didn't seek to identify the causes of

knew I had to wear a mask but didn't think

these events or predict it. Instead, he

about my lipstick. I applied some more

explicates ways to ameliorate harm and

kohl on my eyes and left for the "show".

enjoy life while still facing such a situation.
He talks about taking advantage of all the

Some may find this little indulgence of

positive resources with us to reduce our

mine frivolous. At this time our country is

negatives. Part four of the book discusses

facing problems more humongous than

psychology and ways to face such

our lives and efforts put together. The

uncertain events; without losing our

migrants die as they pass away on railway

sanity.

tracks due to fatigue, the farmers sleep
on empty stomachs, and the

That day the hospital was packed with

auto wallahs scramble for a penny. Last

pregnant women and other patients. We

month, I wrote a blog for the Outlook

stood in the long queue, and I observed

(web), detailing the stigma and stereotype

some pregnant women with their fancy

migrant labours face every day.

bags, bright tops and pretty accessories.
A woman who was eight months

In the 21st century the spread of 'corona,'

pregnant was standing under the sun in

can be called a 'black swan'

the queue, wearing an immaculate outfit.

phenomena. In 2007, Nassim Nicholas

Neither the lipstick under my mask nor,

the well-dressed ladies were crazy or

shirt underneath.

frivolous. Just like me, they were trying to
bring back a slice of normalcy into their

Frivolous or not, precarious times, makes

lives. The pandemic is in its peak, and it

some of us claw into our routine

has led to significant changes around the

pleasures.

globe. It has taken a toll on our
psychology and particularly on that of
women. People in their ways are jostling
for a bit of positivity in their lives. So that,
temporarily, we may feel as if things are
not too bleak. The small task of getting
out of one's shorts and tanks, putting on
kohl or lipstick, wearing a favourite colour
give us an illusion of normalcy and
happiness for now. I cannot predict what
explanation experts and online smart
'alecs' will give. But some of us, in simple
ways, are trying to add colours to the
general blues of our situation.
I stood in the queue for hours before
entering the hospital. The temperature
checks were over, and a man was filling
up our form. He was clad in the 'astronaut'
uniform, as I call it. Under his sweat and
the tedious job, was a human face. He had
wrapped himself with white sack of a
gown and plastic face shield. I was
thinking, if he is wearing a shade of purple

Search in your heart
Peak in each beating ventricle
Like a harp more than one string needs to be struck
To make the right sound
The tune you play makes my head swim
I strike the wrong notes
This tired shell strikes the wrong string
What notes can I play that won’t sour in your ears
What strings might I strike
To lure your eyes past façade
Place your hands on me
Lay them on my chest with care
There are scars there I did to myself
Hear how it beats for you
How it beats for you while you strike me

A name wasn't what they called me.
What they called me identified me by the colour of my skin..
The colour of mud. The colour of faded, lead-based paint.
The paint on a broken, battered old truck.
I felt drawn to it.
Out in a mossy, mushy field of broken dreams alone.
It sat long enough to sink into the pungent, thick mud. Still, it cut a menacing shape in
the dim light.
Wind rustling what little grass and sticks managed to claw skywards.
Plodding toward it through the muck I thought of hunting in the marshes.
I imagined it heading toward someone on an empty country lane.
The last set of headlights they'd ever see coming out of the night.
A night similar to this? The landscape illuminated by moonlight and memories.
An unusual chill to the air for this time of year.
As if the warmth of the world had no reason to come into this field near this junked out,
forgotten wreck.
The smell of soil mixed with the perfume of rot, oxidizing metal and in my imagination,
the faintest hint of denim.
Peeking inside the window I tasted the dust of time and motor oil.
Oil that long ago leaked into the ground.
The vintage smells accelerated my imagination.
Till I thought the headlights would blaze to life.
Round yellow eyes in a dark metal face.
Grill twisting into a painful smile.
Suddenly lurching to drag me into the rusty earth.
Ridiculous.
The musty air seemed dead. No living thing could be heard or seen.
The crown jewel of a family of ghosts.
Slowly driving itself into the ground.

Today’s special is pride pudding,
smothered in poor choices.
On the menu is a late insight,
with a side order of lifelong regret.
Chef recommends the fear of success.
Our sorrow pie is very popular.
Would you like a glass of tears with that?
Are you ready to order?

Charac ers:
KYUNG-SUN: Multiracial (half Asian, half

FRANK: You ve been here for a while.
KYUNG-SUN e ai

ie , i

eadi g he

white) girl in her late teens, dressed in

b

casual clothes with a black backpack.

FRANK: What bus are you waiting for?

Kyung is pronounced as young starting

KYUNG-SUN: (

k.

ki g a

d) Sorry, are

with a K sound, and sun as the huge star

you talking to me?

that shines during the day.

FRANK: Where are you headed to?

FRANK: early to mid-thirties, dressed in

KYUNG-SUN: I m not quite sure yet.

white or gray clothes, friendly but

FRANK: Are you from this area?

somewhat mysterious and suspicious.

KYUNG-SUN: No, not really.

PEDESTRIAN: could be anyone in the age

FRANK: What brought you here to this

between twenties to forties.

small town?
KYUNG-SUN: I m just visiting

Se ing:

FRANK: Have you been to the park?

Present time. The play is set at a bus stop

KYUNG-SUN: No.

with a bench. The stage is covered with a

FRANK: If you have a bit of time, it s just a

very thin layer of fog when FRANK is

few blocks away.

present, giving a mysterious feeling to the

KYUNG-SUN: I m not interested but thank

audience.

you.
FRANK: There s a huge pond where you

SCENE 1:

can see ducks and swans swim. Every

A bus departs from the bus stop. KYUNG-

winter, the geese stop by to rest. It s a

SUN is sitting at the end of the bus stop

spectacular sight to see them fly But it s

bench, reading a book. FRANK, at the

better in Fall when the leaves change

other side of the bench, stares at her.

color. The reflection on the pond You

have to see it. Just before the

one?

temperature drops, all the small creatures

KYUNG-SUN: No, thank you. (

come out to get as much sun they can.

b

KYUNG-SUN: Sounds nice.

FRANK: I like your keychain.

FRANK: ( a gh

KYUNG-SUN: (

f ) I ve once seen two

he

k back i he back ack)
ki g a he ke chai

chipmunks fighting over an acorn. Quite a

he back ack) Thanks.

quarrel it was. It almost felt like I could

FRANK: It s the national flag of South

understand what they were saying.

Korea, right?

(cha ge

KYUNG-SUN: ( igh

ice) Hands off, this is mine!

(i a diffe e

ice) I saw it first, sucker!

i ed) Yes, it is.

( a e) Nobody has ever recogni ed it.

(ch ck e )

FRANK: So, you re from South Korea?

KYUNG-SUN: That s funny, but I d like to

KYUNG-SUN: Sort of.

get back to my reading.

FRANK: Sort of?

FRANK: There s a nice spot in the park to

KYUNG-SUN: I was born in Vietnam and

read.

grew up in Singapore. Then, I moved to

KYUNG-SUN: I m just fine right here.

South Korea before I came here.

FRANK ie

a

e hi g, he

ck hi b d back a d f
k . He h

f

kie f

he bag a d

KYUNG-SUN h
igh

ki g

a hi e, he

a bag f c
e

h,

he

ake

hi
che

a

hake he head. She ie
ake

KYUNG-SUN ge i i a ed. She ab
k. FRANK

KYUNG-SUN: Yes, I m Korean and my
FRANK: I see. ( a e, KYUNG-SUN'

cke . He
he c

FRANK: So you re still Korean, right?
mom s Korean.

kie .

g a ce a FRANK a d

he eadi g. FRANK a
he b

. He

f c

face edde ) You look-KYUNG-SUN: (a bi i i ida ed) My dad s
an American.

i e a d
c

e

FRANK: Anxious. I was going to say that
you look anxious

che i g a KYUNG-

SUN igh .

Si e .
KYUNG-SUN: It s so quiet here.

FRANK: I m sorry. I didn t mean to disturb

FRANK: Probably cause of me.

you. It s just that

KYUNG-SUN: (

would you like to try

ici

) What do you

mean?

FRANK: Are you alright? You look

FRANK: (ch ck e

e

a d

)

exhausted.

Shouldn t have said that

KYUNG-SUN: I ve been busy. ( a e) Are

KYUNG-SUN: You re creeping me out.

you always at the bus stop?

FRANK: (c ea

FRANK: Most of the times, yes.

h a ) You sure you don t

wanna try one? These cookies are good.

KYUNG-SUN: Are you waiting for

KYUNG-SUN: No, I m fine. I um I don t

someone?

feel like eating anything

FRANK: Not anymore.

FRANK: You don t look good. Are you

KYUNG-SUN: (

alright?

have somewhere else to be?

KYUNG-SUN: I should go. (

he
.

KYUNG-SUN kee

he ke chai a d b
k a he di ec i

a d

di a ce f

FRANK. The

a e ie .

FRANK: Wait, your keychain!

e

) Don t you

find their ways.

KYUNG-SUN ea e i a h

he di . He

ici

FRANK: Not really. (bea ) I help people

back ack) Bye.

FRANK ick

e

he

ff

KYUNG-SUN

he ke chai i hi

cke .

Ligh fade.

KYUNG-SUN: (
FRANK, g a e

ab
ici

ad
) You re not trying

to sell me things, are you?
FRANK: What? No! Why do you think that
I
KYUNG-SUN: (

ki g a

d) Or do you

SCENE 2:

have a partner to kidnap me or

FRANK is reading ads in the newspaper.

something?

KYUNG-SUN enters stage, looking down

FRANK: Woah! Where are these coming

at the ground.

from? I d never do such things.
KYUNG-SUN: It s just weird that you d talk

FRANK: (

k

) Hey, I thought I d never

to me.

see you again!

FRANK: ( hake head) People these days

KYUNG-SUN: Huh? ( ec g i e FRANK)

What happened to being nice and starting

Oh yeah

a conversation with others?

KYUNG-SUN c

che a c

a a f

e f i che

FRANK.

KYUNG-SUN: Probably.
FRANK: Did your mom give you that

KYUNG-SUN: I don t know anything about

name?
KYUNG-SUN

you. Not even your name.

d

FRANK: Oh, you re right. ( ffe i g hi ha d)

FRANK: Has your dad ever struggled with

I m Frank!

pronouncing your name?

KYUNG-SUN: ( a i g a FRANK' ha d)

KYUNG-SUN: He never called my name.

Um Okay

FRANK: (bea ) What do you mean?

FRANK: And you are

KYUNG-SUN: He ( a e) doesn t even

KYUNG-SUN: I m (
he

he KYUNG i

know I exist

a e) Kyung-sun

FRANK: Oh right. Sorry.

FRANK: Sun? Like the sun? (

i

he

k )

KYUNG-SUN: Don t be Wait, what do you
mean right ?

KYUNG-SUN: (i a
FRANK: ( ie
ge

S

ice) Kyung-sun.
ce he

a eb

) Kee-yong-sun Sorry.

FRANK: You must be visiting your dad,
aren t you?
KYUNG-SUN: (

ed) Yes, I am.

KYUNG-SUN: It s okay. ( a e) I should

FRANK: And your mom, she s still in

have an English name.

Korea?

FRANK: What s wrong with your Korean

KYUNG-SUN: Yeah, she s

name?

FRANK: Sick?

KYUNG-SUN: It s not
.FRANK: ( f

American-friendly

ch ck e ) What s that

supposed to mean?
KYUNG-SUN: My name doesn t sound

KYUNG-SUN: How do you know?
F ANK: m j s
(La gh

e

good a g essing,

hink?

)

PEDESTR AN a

ache KYUNG-SUN.

American. I don t like mine

PEDESTRIAN: Excuse me, I m looking for

FRANK: I think it s cool.

the park?

KYUNG-SUN: You couldn t even

KYUNG-SUN he i a e a d

pronounce it.

PEDESTR AN

FRANK: Does it have a meaning?

k i

k a FRANK.

he a e di ec i

ac a if he e i

e

b

he e. FRANK h g .

FRANK: Right, cause you refused to go.

KYUNG-SUN: I m sorry. I m not familiar

KYUNG-SUN: She had this weird look.

with this area. You should ask

FRANK: What look?

KYUNG-SUN

i

a FRANK h i

hi ha d , ef i g
k c

a i g

eak. PEDESTR AN
f ed.

KYUNG-SUN: She looked at me as if I
was cra y. And it seemed as if she didn t
see you.

KYUNG-SUN: I heard it s a few blocks

FRANK: I didn t feel anything weird.

away. I don t know what street it s on

KYUNG-SUN: Maybe I m acting weird

though.

right now.

PEDESTRIAN: I was getting the directions

FRANK: Is everything okay? You don t

from Google Maps, but my phone died.

look good.

Do you know where I could charge my

KYUNG-SUN: It s just

phone, then?

FRANK: What is it?

KYUNG-SUN: I don t know. Maybe (

KYUNG-SUN: ( a e) I went to visit my

FRANK) Do you know where
PEDESTRIAN: (c

f ed a d ca ed) You

dad.
FRANK: That s good news, isn t it?

know what? Never mind. I can figure that

KYUNG-SUN: Yeah Well, I don t know. I

out. Thank you!

guess?

PEDESTR AN c

ie a a .

FRANK: What s wrong?

KYUNG-SUN: That was weird Why did

KYUNG-SUN: Nobody was home when I

you refuse to help her?

visited, and I felt relieved about it.

FRANK: I told you about the park, don t

FRANK: You must ve gotten really

you remember?

nervous.

KYUNG-SUN: What park?

KYUNG-SUN: It s just weird. I ve always

FRANK: The park where I saw the

imagined about finding my dad. But I

squirrels fight over an acorn?

guess I never really believed that I

KYUNG-SUN: I remember that park. That s

actually would. What if he doesn t like

why I said it s a few blocks away. But you

me?

never gave me the directions.

FRANK: You d never know until you

KYUNG-SUN i

actually meet him. You should go see him

ie

again. Isn t that what your mom wants

FRANK: Um, hello?

too?

KYUNG-SUN: I prefer not to tell you.

KYUNG-SUN: Yeah, she wanted me to get

FRANK: Oh okay.
The

to know him and Wait, what?

a e i e , a d i fee
c

FRANK: Huh?

f

ab e.

KYUNG-SUN: How do you know that my

KYUNG-SUN: I Facetimed my mom

mom wants me to see my dad?

yesterday. The treatment isn t working.

FRANK: (he i a

FRANK: I m sorry to hear that.

) I just assumed that,

maybe, cause you re not sure It felt like,

KYUNG-SUN: She said she s okay. She

you know, like you weren t sure about this

smiled she has the most gorgeous smile

whole thing and Your face is pale now.

in the world. And she s the strongest

KYUNG-SUN: ( a d

person I know. But it felt like she s

a da a f

FRANK) Because you re creeping me out.

expecting to die now. ( a e) She s

FRANK: (bea ) I should go (

scared for me and not of death. She

e

he

a e ) I hope things go well with your

dad.

knows my struggles. I guess that s why
she wanted me to find my dad.

FRANK ea e

age i a h

k a hi back i h a
e

he

h a if
he gi e

. KYUNG-SUN
i ed

i g

k. She

ca FRANK,

. Ligh fade.

FRANK i

ie

KYUNG-SUN: She s seen me struggle so
much growing up. She knew that I was
very aware of the missing piece of the
pu le.

SCENE 3:

FRANK: And she wants to help you find it.

FRANK enters, walking towards the

KYUNG-SUN: Yeah. She wants me to find

bench. He swings his arms as if he is

a place where I can call home.

stretching them. KYUNG-SUN is sitting on

FRANK: Where your dad is Did you see

the bench, reading a book.

him?
KYUNG-SUN

FRANK: So, did you see your dad?

FRANK: How was it?

d

KYUNG-SUN: It was okay, I guess.

suddenly left her. All she knew about him

FRANK: That doesn t sound okay.

was his name and regiment. No number.

KYUNG-SUN: ( e a i e ) Well

No address. ( a e) It took a year and a

FRANK: (di

half to fly across the Pacific Ocean and

f

) Did you really see

him or no?

find him here. And additional months to

KYUNG-SUN: I did see him. ( a e) That s

make a move just to watch him from

it. I just saw him

across the street.

FRANK: What?

FRANK: What are you going to do then?

KYUNG-SUN: From across the street. I

KYUNG-SUN: I don t know.

just couldn t ( igh) I just stared at him

FRANK: You could at least tell him about

playing with his kids from the other side of

your mom and her health

the street for a couple of days. Like a

KYUNG-SUN: But he s a stranger to me,

creep.

and I guess I m the same to him.

FRANK: Why didn t you go straight up to

FRANK: But still, you never know.

him?

KYUNG-SUN: He has his own kids.

KYUNG-SUN: I didn t want to interrupt

(

them. They looked so happy.

have a family?

FRANK: He would ve been happy to see

FRANK: You re his kid too.

you too.

KYUNG-SUN: I don t feel like his kid or

KYUNG-SUN: He doesn t even know me. I

part of his family. It didn t feel like a place

didn t want to show up and say, Hi, I m

for me to stay, like home.

your daughter that you didn t even know

FRANK: He has the right to know about

exists.

you.

FRANK: He might know about you.

KYUNG-SUN: I grew up thinking that my

KYUNG-SUN: I doubt that.

dad just exists in my imagination like a

FRANK: Maybe your mom kept in touch

fairytale. I ve dreamt of seeing him in

with him.

person. You know, talking to him, hugging

KYUNG-SUN: She didn t. They only met a

him, having dinner with him. ( a e) I

couple of times in Vietnam. My dad

couldn t understand why I didn t have a

e ) Why haven t I thought that he d

dad. I hated hearing rumors about my dad

been called the white girl or, in worst

that I ve never met myself

cases, mixed breed.

FRANK: That sucks

FRANK: That s terrible!

KYUNG-SUN: I didn t have friends

KYUNG-SUN: You know what s funny? I

because I didn t have a dad, and because

really wanted to be an Asian. I wanted to

I didn t look much like my mom, because I

belong to the people around me. I wanted

was only half Korean or half Asian.

to fit in. But I ve been treated as white for

( a e) I ve always dreamt of having

not being completely Asian. Now that I m

someone who looked like me. I d look in

here among white people, I m no longer

the mirror and wonder what my dad looks

white I m Asian.

like. I wanted to know what part of my

FRANK: So, you re kind of in between.

face looked just like him.

KYUNG-SUN: I thought my dad would

FRANK: How did you feel seeing him from

help me feel a sense of belonging, you

across the street?

know. But now, I don t think so. I ll still feel

KYUNG-SUN i
FRANK: (P

hi ha d i

ie

different like I am now. Unaccepted. Like

cke a d fee

an outsider.

e hi g) By the way, I meant to return
this to you. (Take

KYUNG-SUN

FRANK: Your name
KYUNG-SUN: What about my name?

ke chai ) The chain got loose so I

FRANK: It means to shine the light.

tightened it for you too.

KYUNG-SUN: ( e ea i

KYUNG-SUN: I didn t even know. Thanks

shine the light

FRANK: So what are you gonna do now?

FRANK: Once you put a light to

KYUNG-SUN: (fidd i g i h he ke chai )

something, it either dies or ignites even

I m not sure.

brighter depending on how you treat it.

FRANK: What s holding you back?

( a e)

KYUNG-SUN: Growing up, I was told that

KYUNG-SUN: I don t get it.

I m only half of what they are, you know,

FRANK: I think it s the same with people.

the kids around me. They re all just

You have something special inside you.

Vietnamese or Singaporean. I ve always

Nobody s got what you have.

ice) To

KYUNG-SUN: You think so?
FRANK: You just gotta accept it, or it will
disappear you ll lose yourself.
KYUNG-SUN: You re right.
FRANK: Don t let your light die.
KYUNG-SUN: I don t need anyone else to
shine my light. (S a d fi
She

a d de e

he ke chai back

i ed.

he back ack.)

I should go back.
FRANK: So, you re going back to your dad?
KYUNG-SUN: Home. To my mom.
FRANK: I see.
KYUNG-SUN: I want to stay with my mom.
She hasn t much time
FRANK: I m sure she d be happy to see you.
KYUNG-SUN: This is so unexpected.
FRANK: You found your way.
KYUNG-SUN: True. (bea ) Thanks to you.
FRANK: Wish you luck.
KYUNG-SUN: It was nice meeting you.
KYUNG-SUN a d FRANK hake ha d .
FRANK: Nice meeting you, too, (i
cia i

) Kyung-sun.

KYUNG-SUN

ie f

FRANK ake a
a

e fec

he a

e ch a he hea

achi g. The igh
ha

END OF PLAY

i e a d ea e .
hi

ab

hi e ike a

e hi head. Ligh fade.

Day 14
At the hospital, security moves the dead.
On the radio, Baird 1 took two of us to
move the bagged body from the metal table
to the metal shelf. I ve been on one end
or the other. Can t just grab the bag
the shoulders, the legs pre-rigor.
Someone has to do it. It s not bad.
We all die, but the NYC field morgues
in the streets, the refrigerated semi s
backed into a loading dock in the Bronx.
In Italy, they ve stopped counting
the dead, except someone must.
I ve moved the dead. I ve moved the pieces.
I ve driven the transplant teams lights and
siren to and from the airport, coolers, harvest
of lungs kidney, a heart, corneas, on the back seat.
I imagine a line of old people, six feet apart,
carrying their ventilators, moving slowly
into a truck, into a tent in a parking lot,
taking a number to be counted now serving
#000432. Ignominious to die en masse.
In Italy, the patients are given numbers,
and they still can t count the dead.

(sigh)
will i ever find the
key
to what is hidden within?
at
the very least, i no longer want to
trick
myself into believing that
a
contented me is in there somewhere, waiting for god or doctors to
point.
me to it. i must embrace the life of pain
meant
for me. the burden of living is the
weight
of my suffering, of my being groom
to the bride of nothingness,
filled
with an emptiness of unpassion
with
the deafening
silence of an unco iness of soul,
(and
- - - - - - me)

I lurk behind la iness
hiding from my work,
dogs sleep, I sit on my garden swing
fountain pen an abandoned friend
afternoon sun slants west
across maples and peonies
to the question
sit together or write?

Mom said we have to be home by
midnight.
Midnight-o-five? Jason grinned from
the top bunk, his legs dangling. He tossed
a baseball in the air and caught it.
I was thinking twelve-thirty. I smiled
back, and we fist bumped. You ready to
leave?
Let s hit it. Jason jumped down and
grabbed his hoodie from the chair at his
desk. I turned off the light, closed our
door, and we rushed downstairs.
Remember
Yes, twelve-thirty, I said.
Midnight! Mom corrected from the
bottom of the banister.
Alright, see you at twelve-fifteen, my

driveway for at least a year. Mom finally
said we could use it. I opened the moon
roof, and a bree e flowed over our heads.
I threw a Yankees cap in the back seat
before inching towards the end of the
driveway. My brother brought his baseball
and tossed it in the air, like before.
Why d you bring that? I asked.
You know it s my lucky ball, Jason
said.
The Mendo as don t need luck. What
were you gonna do, bring it in the
theater? I teased him.
No, I ll leave it in the car.
After a sequence of left and right turns,
we pulled into the parking lot. This movie
theater was our favorite. It was next to a

brother joked. He closed the door with a

huge, open field, where we spent lots of

click.

time when we were younger. There were

We got in my dad s Dodge Challenger.

towering light poles on the corners that

The silver rims shimmered in the

used to be for varsity soccer and football

disappearing daylight and the black

games, but then the high school got their

leather seats still smelled new. I pressed

own stadium. Sometimes Dad took us to

start and the car thundered to life.

the field to practice our batting. Other

Without our dad around, it s sat in the

times we d get dropped off with friends

and play a game, using stacks of
newspapers for bases. That was a while
ago though.
The dash read seven o clock.
Jason, I said.

We have to wait for the girls, I said. I
sent a text saying, we re here.
He checked his watch. It s eight
o clock. What time does the movie start?
Seven-twenty, I said, reali ing what

Yeah?

had happened. Let s go throw the ball

This is the easy part. You don t have to

around. Probably still gloves in the trunk,

talk during the movie. It s afterwards you

and the field lights are on.

need to figure out. We got out of the car

Okay.

and I clicked the fob until I heard a beep

We ll stay out till one, I said.

and placed my hat on my head.

Till one, Jason repeated.

But what about the other stuff?
What other stuff?
Holding hands, or placing your hand
on her thigh, or do we share a straw?
Just be natural.
How do I do that? Jason asked.
Pay attention to signals. If she looks
uncomfortable, she probably is.
Why would she be uncomfortable?
Just don t be pushy.
At seven-ten we went to the bathroom.
Then we waited in the arcade and we
played a few games of air hockey to pass
the time. Five to three, once again I m the
champ, Jason said.
Whatever. I looked at my phone, no
messages.
Let s get popcorn.

I adjusted my hat and we walked to the
field together.

She sits in her rocker,
face turned toward the light
lids closed upon eyes
once sparking orbs brilliant bright.
Years in the passing,
decay in the waiting
waiting, waiting, waiting...
a Monument to Decay.
Storm clouds pass

cruel in unending play

interwoven with lightning strikes;
her brain wracked by missed connections,
mind and body in thrall...
Where do these tempests go?
Misty tangents that weave intricate steps to the yawning
beyond?
Waiting, waiting, waiting... years in the waiting...
for...
Oblivion s final embrace... in whose eternal caress
dances a soul
S a

HOME!

set free

When you distinguish birdcalls,
identify the cattle by their mooing,
recogni e cats by their meowing.
Suddenly this language translates,
makes itself understood, unfolds.
When you hear the caterpillar walk,
the beat of butterfly's wing so loud,
that you have to cover your ears.
Raindrops play a melody,
leaves and wind a symphony.
Wholesome solitude and peace,
the swinging inside you
which leads you back to
where you were human,
a return to your origin.

MEET

MA IA B AND
B

AN: Can you start us off with a brief

introduction of yourself?
MA IA: My name is Maria Brandt. I am a
full professor of English at MCC. I
originated and chaired the creative writing
degree when it started, and now I'm on
that committee. Angelique Stevens is the
current chair. My primary role at MCC is
still to nurture the creative writing
students. I write fiction and plays primarily,
but I've had one piece of nonfiction

that as writers we know it's very rare that

published too. My son's name is Will and

we're going to make our living off of just

he's fourteen years old. He attends the

writing. For me, having a career that

School of the Arts, in the city. He plays the

allows me to nurture my own, in a selfish

cello and Dungeons and Dragons.

way, my own writing, has been ama ing.
So the work I do with my students, does
funnel into the work I do myself. So, that's

B

AN: What's your favorite part about

teaching creative writing?

part of it.
The biggest thing is all of the students,

MA IA: There's so much. I'd say that at

though. It's so exciting watching you all

least two things are when I'm working

have those "aha" moments where you

closely with students on their writing,

understand something more deeply about

whether it's questions of craft, or concept,

a story you're working on, yourself, your

or process, I grow too as a writer. I think

process or craft, or something about the

world. There's nothing that we don't touch

where I used to go a lot, when I was

on. That's part of why I teach in the

younger. I used to climb over the rocks

classroom and not online, because I live

and it's a violent passage way where the

for those moments. I love when those

ocean meets Shinnecock Bay. But that

little explosions happen.

inlet was not there. That inlet was busted
open by the hurricane.
The ocean is in my blood growing up

B

AN: In 2014, your novella, All he W d ,

where I grew up. Anything that has to do

won the Grassic Short Novel Pri e. What

with the rage of the ocean and the cold

inspired you to write about the Great New

gray waters, I mean, I love beautiful,

England Hurricane of 1938?

tropical waters, but they don't get under

MA IA: I grew up on the southern coast of

my skin the way the cold gray ocean

Long Island. The specific part on Moriches

does.

Bay, where the novella takes place, is

I knew when I was writing my first book

where my father's family, his polish

that the ocean was going to be a big part

parents, had a duck farm. I interviewed my

of the world for the characters.

grandfather before he died about what it
was like to raise ducks, and what the line
looked like with all the polish women who

B

would kill the ducks and eviscerate them.

with your writing? Do you have a schedule

I wanted to know what it was like during

or is it more of a spontaneous event when

the Great Depression and how much he

you have the inspiration or "the itch" to

felt he was struggling.

write?

My grandfather had ordered a

AN: How do you manage or keep up

MA IA: There's no way I could just

barometer from Sears and he went to the

be spontaneous anymore. That doesn't

post office and took it out of the package,

mean there aren't spontaneous moments

and everyone started laughing because

where I get the itch, but I'm a single mom

the needle was pointed to the hurricane

who's in a relationship with a single dad,

and they were like "look outside," but then

and I have a full time job that's very

it ripped apart a couple days later.

demanding.

Shinnecock Inlet on Dune Road is

It doesn't matter what your writing

schedule looks like but at some point it's

important to break out of the m th that

crucial that ou develop one.

writers are highl isolated. How have ou

For me, I'll use m calendar and write

personall fought that mindset and won?

the name of something I'm working on

MA IA: Yeah, there's so man wa s.

and set aside time to work on it. I'll also go

Number one, I'm involved with two

through m submission log and see which

writer's groups. I'm a founding member of

stories I might want to send out. Once that

Rochester Pla wrights Group and I'm a

da comes, I'll pick another da on the

founding member of Straw Mat Writers,

calendar. All the things I want to do with

so I'm alwa s writing in the communit

m writing are somewhere on m

with other writers. Number two is

calendar, so I know the 're there, and I

involvement with local organi ations,

dont have to worr about it. If I get

whether that's Writer & Books, or Words

the spontaneous itch, great, but chances

on the Verge in Brockport, certainl MCC,

are I have to pick up m kid or go grocer

developing relationships with the creative

shopping.

writing series at Brockport and at

That's the s stem that I use. It's cra

,

Geneseo. Having a relationship with Nox,

but whatever our s stem is, will probabl

which is a cocktail place, allows me to

be cra

host readings there.

too. Otherwise, I feel like months

and months would go b and I'd start

The other thing is having a job that's

feeling anxious that I'm not doing this

not just sitting in m room writing all da

thing that I love to do.

but being a teacher, being an active
member of m neighborhood association,

"I d e '

a e

i i g ched e
a

e
de e

i

ha

having political interests, raising a child

i e, b

i ' c cia ha
e."

and being a part of his various interests,
just living in the world and pa ing
attention. If I'm not writing about the world
I'm living in, then it's all solipsistic. It's like
masturbation, it's not reall engaging in

B

A : In a previous interview with

Hickor Stump, ou've mentioned how it's

the human experience, just a m th of m
own whatever, and I don't want that. So

live, live, live. Get our hands dirt .

write and wh was it so hard?
MA IA: Right now I'm working on a pla ,

"If I'

i i g ab

d I'
a

he

i i g i , he i '

i i ic."

and I'm almost at the point of throwing it
awa , which is tough because I've been
working on it for more than a ear. I think a
big part of it is that this is one of the few
things I've written that's started with a

B

A : Do our characters have lives

concept, and not a character. So, I know

outside of the slice ou're showing our

what the concept is for the pla . It's ver

readers?

clear to me and I still love the concept,

MA IA: That's a great question. I'm tr ing

but I feel like it might be better served,

to think. I don't know. On one hand, no,

because it's so clear, as an essa .

and that's a horrible thing to sa , but

M characters are struggling to be their

people will ask ask what is she going to

own authentic selves because the

do the next da , and m response is

concept is so heav . When I sit with m

alwa s I don't know. It's reall just what's

characters it just doesn't feel like the 're

in the text. All the other stuff, I don't know

living and breathing. It feels like the 're

because I haven't gone there et. But on

still props for the concept. I've tried

the other hand, because I do go so deepl

restructuring it, I've been workshopping it

into the text, I might not know wh the

with both of m writing groups, m

gu said the thing to m character, but I

bo friend has read it with me out loud, I'm

know wh m character thinks the gu

tr ing things, but I think that's what it is,

said it to her.

starting with a concept versus a character

There are lots of things about m
characters that are real that I do know that
aren't explicit in the text, if that makes
sense.

in a moment, and I don't know where it's
going et.
There is a stor that I wrote where in
the first few sentences, the character is
talking about her mother's coppercolored hair. I didn't know wh , but I knew

B

A : What was our hardest scene to

that detail was important. B the end of

the stor I knew exactl wh .
The stor when I'm reading it alwa s

catches m attention, there's a little seed.
Wherever I write, a lot of the time on m

feels fresh and alive because I'm

sofa with m laptop, that thing I saw or

discovering what happens next as I write

heard comes back and its the spark to

it. After I get a little into it, I start knowing

something.

what's going to happen, but all the
knowledge is coming from asking
questions about wh a character did
something. I wonder, "wh did she do

"I

e he ci

he di
fee

e

a

a
, he a

f he ci ,
ha

a i e."

that?" and I need to figure that out.
B
B

A : Do ou have an spots around

A : Your pla s have been produced

or been finalists not onl in NYC, Boston,

Rochester that ou draw inspiration from?

and Fort Lauderdale, to name a few

MA IA: I write once a week in one of the

places, but even in London, England.

Starbucks because I take m son to

What has our experience been with that

Dungeons and Dragons and I just go to

and how has that impacted our writing

Starbucks, but I don't think that's

career?

inspirational as much as it's practical.

MA IA: A lot of that is remote, so I didn't

For m actual writing, it's all inside me

go to Fort Lauderdale, I didn't go to

alread . I don't need to go somewhere to

London, I didn't go to Los Angeles, I didn't

be inspired to write, but I love the parks in

even go to the New York Cit one. M

the cit . I live right on Highland Park right

famil went and videotaped it so I could

now, so I spend a lot of time walking there

watch.

and running there and riding m bike with
m son there.
I love the cit parts of the cit , the dirt

Obviousl , it's ama ing. For the Fort
Lauderdale one, I think I got a check in the
mail for like $15. I was like " a !" You want

parts, the parts that feel ver alive. I love

to give me $15, great, I will gladl ,

sp ing and eavesdropping. If something

gratefull accept that.

It's trick because these are contests

know what presents to bu me, and I don't

where there'll be like 400 submissions

reall need things. I shop at thrift stores,

and the 'll pick five, so I'm not sa ing I

like I don't reall need things. So, I said, "I

don't value it. The 're just things that were

would like an adventure." M

super fun when the happened. I got to

sister, for our adventure, took me to see a

have conversations with these people. It's

pla in Brookl n. We went out to a bar, we

the big stuff, the full-lengths that reall

pla ed pool, we pla ed this buck-hunting

shape ou.

game, and then we pla ed this game

oungest

where ou had to figure out which
underwear were different for these male
B

A : What s the most constructive

thing ou ve learned that has elevated
our work?
MA IA: Part of it is communit . Starting
and nurturing Straw Mat Writers has

models. We won that game, so we had to
put in our name, but since it was two of
us, we wrote "Mae" because her name is
Emil , so it stood for Maria and Emil .
An wa s, that same night - she's a

absolutel changed m life. We've hosted

writer too, and she hadn't reall been

workshops for other people, we've hosted

generating, and I hadn't been generating -

readings for other writers, we've hosted

we said that June, we were going to

readings for ourselves. We meet

prompt each other via email ever da b

regularl . We go on retreats like twice a

eight am, taking turns. Then, we'd have a

ear where we workshop the whole time.

da to write and I would write a short pla

Finding that communit has been the

ever single da and she would write a

biggest catal st for me.

poem ever single da . We called it
Project Mae.
I ended up with 30 short pla s, 3 of

B

A : Tell me more about Straw Mat

Writers.

them I threw out, and 27 of them I chose
to develop.

MA IA: For m 40th birthda m famil ,

I had the pla s and I was talking to

who are all still in Long Island, wanted to

Angelique Stevens and Pam Am Murph

at a part , telling them about it. Angelique

his work. When I went to London, I wanted

was like, "I've got some essa s," and Pam

to go to his home. You know, ou're sitting

was like, "I've got some journal entries."

at the same desk where this person wrote

We started meeting and thought,

some tough things. All of his work is

Eli abeth Johnston writes poems, let's see

tough. It's just as simple as being in a

if she wants to join us, and she did.

place and the ghosts are there, the

On our first retreat, we did a prompt

energ , some residue of this human being

with the words straw mat, and we all

lingers in the air, and I was there for a

wrote something. Then, a few months

moment being quiet, sa ing hi, and that

later, Angelique was like, we need to

was big.

name ourselves, so we came up with the
Straw Mat Writers.

"I ' j

and m self. Since we've started this, all

i

e a bei g i a

ace a d he gh

Pam doesn't reall work with us
an more, it's just Angelique, Eli abeth,

a

he e e g ,

a e he e,

e e id e f hi

h

a bei g i ge

i

he ai ."

marketplace. We push each other. We get

B

A : In our experience, how do ou

in fights, like good fights, we love each

feel the literar landscape has evolved for

other.

women and where would ou like to see it

three of our writing has gone from just
closet writers to full out in the public

go in the future?
MA IA: I think we're in a reall good place
B

A : What was it like to visit Charles

right now, and it's not just for women, it's

Dickens home in London? What did ou

for people of color and people across

take awa from that experience?

sexual categories too. Within the

MA IA: As a graduate student, I took a

hierarch of literature, there's a

seminar on Charles Dickens and I reall

consciousness that we kind of mess up. It

loved his work. I'm an Americanist, that's

seems honest, but there's at least a

where m real heart is, but I reall loved

spoken desire to rectif that. So, ou're

seeing calls for onl queer writers, onl

responded to this pla ?

women, or onl people of color. I think

MA IA: Two big things were that we

that's necessar .

partnered with RESTORE and Ignite. On

In large part, I don't think in intentional

two separate nights we had talk-backs.

discrimination, but because the water we

People in the audience were coming out

lived in was so muddied with structural

and were sharing their stories and sa ing

discrimination and invisible discrimination,

things like, "We never see this on stage." I

we have centuries of this idea that good

felt so silenced. People talk about it in

work was onl b white men. The reason

dark rooms and we know it exists, but

we have dead, white, male writers is

people will sa things like, "nobod 's

because onl the wrote the good stuff.

reall like that," but the people who saw

Now there's more consciousness, and

the pla were like "that's exactl what it's

that's obviousl not true, and it never has

like."

been true. To rectif that, there needs to
be intentionalit .
I think where all of us would like it to go

The mother in the pla who was the
victim participated to a degree in her own
victimhood, and a lot of audience

eventuall is that we're in a more

members were so mad about that, but

equitable and just societ so that we don't

then people were like "that happens too."

have to have calls for an particular group

We raised a lot of mone for those two

of people, but right now we do need

organi ations.

those. It's not going to fix itself, but I would

The second thing was that Ignite

love for the point where we don't need

wanted to do an all-deaf show. Their

that an more.

whole mission is to serve communities in
Rochester who are deaf or hard-ofhearing who experience domestic or

B

A : In our pla Swans, ou tackle

sexual abuse or assault. I learned through

some hard-hitting topics including

this process that there are high instances

domestic abuse and the wa gender roles

of that. So, the had an all-deaf cast and

are defined. How has the communit

an ASL speaking director. I went as an

audience member and I had to wear

learned since first starting college to now,

headphones for the interpreter. Someone

is that ever thing in high school is so...

from the crew had to translate the script

MA IA: Fake.

into ASL English, which is different from

B

our English, so what I heard was not the

roles, ou know, teacher, student, parent,

words I wrote. It was so weird and out of

etcetera, but after high school, in the real

m own experience. Most of the people in

world, there s more than just the labels

the audience were not hearing, so I would

that distinguish all of us, or separates us.

hear people in the audience laughing

At the core we're all human and these

before I would get to the joke, even

conversations expose that, and expose

though I knew it was coming. Then there

unique perspectives, and I love that.

was a talkback after that too for this ver

MA IA: I totall agree.

specific audience.

B

I went to XXI and I was on Fox News to
talk about it, and I received feedback and
phone calls after that too. This issue just
hits so man people and it's something
that so man people are uncomfortable
talking about, so we need to have stuff
out there.

B

A : Thank ou for being a part of

Burgund Balloon s ver first issue. It s
been great talking to ou and learning a
little more about ou and our writing
career. I think it s important to have
conversations like these because it
exposes us all as human. Something I ve

A : Yes, exactl . We all pla these

A : Thanks again for being a part of

the conversation.

I alread feel the touch of his hand.
The ra or-sharp blade cutting through m cheek
sets a reverberating tone.
I hear it sometimes
often when thunder lightning spreads her hands
to welcome rain It doesn't hurt. His hands feel confused:
to feel m skin or to crackle m bones.
I'm happ his hands have a separate entit
that doesn't accept the orders of neurons:
A sh ma e of phalanges and frail linesM definition for home.

i. Ver igo
Love is what makes
the world
di
opening
in
floods
rare dripping
mesquite petals
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chasing the suns trails
arm reaching upwards
fingertips dipped in gold
trees masked in honey yellow
for one moment
gone too soon
the world is the happiest color
and warmth exists everywhere
though there are chills in my limbs

It was the snowfall that made midnight look like 6 am
The sky faking a lightness she could not shake
The silence that made her feel alone
The trees that stood protective refused to chill her
The cracks in her cherry lips, a painting among the white surroundings
There was no room here to shiver
She smelled of cinnamon, her eyes were star anise
Her steps were slower than steeping tea
Plum painted nails nonexistent while plunged in the snow
There was no room here to shiver

Walls plastered with intellect
Lenses unable to shutter
Trapped behind glass walls
Rows of untouched pages,
Surrounded by olive green
Ivory columns hold regal ceilings
Dark mahogany table occasionally dusted,
Never eaten at,
Its' china forever bare
Chandeliers don’t dance as they ought to
Distinguished tusks hang with grace, but no energy
Fireplaces that have forgotten warmth
Curtains stiff with yellowing years
Organ keys that don't get to breathe
Tempting gleam of a welcome trigger
Come to take the sick from the empty
A room no one is allowed to see
And the Absent Man that made it all

How should a poet look like?
Enraptured, ecstatic, mad,
absent-minded, transfigured
or like a tyke?
What is he supposed to do?
Quoting long dialogues,
a meaningful sentence,
his favourite expression:
Je m'en fiche, (I do not care)
Not icklied o er
i h he pale ca of ho gh . *
Sits in his favourite café,
likes to talk,
drinks red wine, hugs a lot,
tells anecdotes from his life,
recites radical verses
that carry death in them,
does not need a scapegoat,
not bothering his environment.
Holds a notebook tight to his chest,
his memory, his quaint databank,
a beau laid, handsome ugly,
faithful to his past girlfriends,
the old flames, who ring him,
looking for consolation.

We see him now, old as well,
with an anarchist’s beard,
white mane, like a horse,
he creates word formations,
with obsession,
is caffeine-addicted,
wears a crinkled grin,
chronically ill from poetry and lyric.
Kissing hands, old school.
Freethinker, maladjusted,
to fulfill expectations, he failed.
Using the plumb line on himself,
fathoming constantly,
self-critical.
Frequently submitting, though,
hundred times rejected.
Delighted to be published,
sets scent marks like a dog.
Lifts his leg at every poet’s corner.
Despair is allowed,
discouragement is forbidden.
I see someone in the mirror.
Is it me or who?
Sorry to have bothered you.
*Shake peare

Thank you so much for being a part of Burgundy Balloon's inaugural issue!
Your work has inspired us and we are thankful to have had the opportunity to read
and enjoy it. The community we are a part of consistently shows off each and every
person's individuality and unique perspectives, which is all we could ever ask for.
Congratulations, and NEVER stop creating.
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